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Geopolitical shifts towards multipolarity

Recently, the geopolitical shifts towards multi-

polarity have become more pronounced and visible. 

This is most evident in the US as well as NATO, where 

the China relationship is increasingly strained. 

We believe Swiss companies are well placed to 

benefit from mounting political stress. US-China 

relations have taken a turn for the worse, further 

undermining the trust between the administrations. 

The long-term implications of the heightened US 

concern about the rise of China will likely result 

in reduced business activity between these two 

giants. “Strategic competition” is how the US views its 

relationship with China. We do not believe this will 

change any time soon. The US has stated it will 

address its relationship with China from “a position of 

strength” and work closely with allies and partners to 

defend their interests and values. The US 

administration has stated it will "advance 

our economic interests, counter Beijing’s aggressive 

and coercive actions, sustain key military advantages 

and vital security partnerships, re-engage robustly in 

the UN system, and stand up to Beijing when PRC 

authorities are violating human rights and fundamental 

freedoms. When it is in our interest, the United States 

will conduct results-oriented diplomacy with China on 

shared challenges such as climate change and global 

public health.”  It is our opinion that the much 

more assertive and aggressive US-China policy 

may put at risk some trade activity between 

China the US and other NATO member states. 

Our macroeconomic and markets outlook is largely 

unchanged. While there now seems to be more concern 

about the growth and earnings outlook, we remain of 

the view that economic activity in key advanced 

economies will remain robust with inflation risk 

remaining on the upside and sticky.

As such, we remain constructive on key advanced 

economies, keep our reflation conviction and remain 

with our risk-on positioning in our portfolios. We hold 

core government bonds at underweight while holding 

overweight allocation to TIPS, high yield and select 

emerging market hard currency bonds. We remain 

underweight in emerging market local currency bonds 

and equities. Our equities allocation remains 

overweight with the US as our preferred market 

followed by the EU, Switzerland, and the UK. We also 

keep our overweight into gold and continue to look for 

gradual USD strength.  

Our investment themes have expanded to include our 

Swiss-China Partnership theme (chart at right). 



Disclaimer to Market Update

What is the Market Update?
The Market Update is a document prepared and published by GMG Investment Solutions (Switzerland) SA (“GMG”), a Swiss 
financial intermediary member of Swiss Association of Asset Managers (SAAM), a Self-Regulatory Organisation (“SRO”) authorized 
by FINMA, or its affiliates (the “Document”). 
The Document is for information purposes only and is intended to provide general comments and notes on select aspects of the 
preceding month’s or stated period’s economic environment, challenges and events. Nothing contained in the Document 
constitutes a solicitation, offer, recommendation, or investment advice to inter alia buy or sell any investment instrument, give 
effect to any transaction, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. This Document alone is not intended to form the 
basis for an investment decision, or to replace any due diligence or analytical work required by you in making an investment 
decision. For further important information about this document, please refer to point 4.
Restrictions to access
The Document is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. In particular, this 
Document is not intended and shall not be distributed to:
- US persons and must not be distributed in the USA, or
- In any jurisdiction where its distribution may be restricted by laws applicable to this or similar types of 
documents.
Persons who receive this Document should make themselves aware of and adhere to any such restrictions.
Figures and data
This Document contains figures and data obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable but are not guaranteed by us and 
may be incomplete and may be subject to change without notice. GMG cannot assume responsibility for the quality, correctness,
timeliness or completeness of the information contained in this document.
Important information
No independent financial analysis: This Document is not considered as an independent financial research product under Swiss 
laws and regulations, in particular the directives on the Independence of Financial Research issued by the Swiss Bankers 
Association (SBA) (the “Directives”) and consequently this Document is not governed by the Directives to the publication and 
distribution of independent financial research reports, including relevant restrictions or required disclosures.
No investment recommendation: This Document does not constitute and does not contain information recommending or 
suggesting an investment strategy, explicitly or implicitly, concerning one or several financial instruments or the issuers, including 
any opinion as to the present or future value or price of such instruments. This Document does not contain recommendations to
the general public about financial instruments nor should it be considered as a preparatory act to the provision of an investment 
service or carrying out of an investment activity
No investment advice and no personal recommendation: This document is not and does not contain investment advice and/or 
personal recommendations. In particular, nothing contained in this Document may be considered as a recommendation that is 
made to a person in his capacity as an investor or potential investor, or in his capacity as an agent for an investor or potential 
investor, that is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances. Nothing contained in this document may be 
considered as an invitation, or suggestion, or recommendation or equivalent to:
- Buy, sell, subscribe for, exchange, redeem, hold or underwrite a particular financial instrument; or
- Exercise or not to exercise any right conferred by a particular financial instrument to buy, sell, subscribe for, 
exchange, or redeem a financial instrument. 
No offer and/or placement of financial instruments: The opinions expressed in this document are based upon the author(s) 
analysis and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be construed as an invitation, solicitation or offer to buy, sell or 
place financial instruments.
Copyright
This document may not be reproduced in whole or in part, or further distributed or published or referred to in any manner 
whatsoever, nor may the information, opinions or conclusions contained in it be referred to without in each case the prior express 
written consent of GMG.


